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Are bikes the future of green transportation or just an elite hobby, a way to lure the rich back from the suburbs to the city center? Fleming suggests that private development in bike-friendly areas could potentially offset the costs of creating more and better bike paths. His embrace of post-industrial infrastructural landscape is as politically opportunistic as it is pragmatic: in these abandoned spaces bikers can find large, wide open spaces with little traffic, meaning bikers can travel for long distances with minimal encumbrance. He issues a useful challenge to urban designers to consider the next frontier in propelling biking from a marginal to a more practical form of transit. Anti Essays offers essay examples to help students with their essay writing. Sign Up. Politics Trumps Hard-Headed Reason on Bicycle Helmets. Essay. Submitted by: kalai1996. on May 2, 2015. Below is an essay on "Politics Trumps Hard-Headed Reason on Bicycle Helmets." from Anti Essays, your source for research papers, essays, and term paper examples. Politics trumps hard-headed reason on bicycle helmets. By Chris Rissel, professor of public Health at the university of Sydney. Chrish Rissel is a professor of Sydney University. His opinion piece "politics trumps hard-headed reason on bicycle helmets". Emphasises reason and evidence in order to attempt to persuade readers that bicycle helmet laws should be relaxed. Cars Vs Bicycle is an article that gives essay ideas for the IELTS writing task 2 and helps students in scoring high in IELTS. Discuss both sides and give your opinion. ESSAY IDEAS. Cars. Cars are more time effective as compared to bicycles. Cars are able to transport more number of people and even more, bulky items can be easily transported in cars. With all the new technologies, car have become more comfortable to travel.